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Abstract
The intrinsic difficulties in extracting the hadron resonances from reaction data are illustrated
by using several exactly soluble pipi scattering models. The finite-volume Hamiltonian method is
applied to predict spectra using two meson-exchange Hamiltonians of piN reactions. Within a
three-channel model with piN , pi∆ and σN channels, we show the advantage of the finite-volume
Hamiltonian method over the approach using the Lu¨scher formula to test Lattice QCD calculations
aimed at predicting nucleon resonances. We discuss the necessary steps for using the ANL-Osaka
eight-channel Hamiltonian to predict the spectra for testing the LQCD calculations for determining
the excited nucleon states up to invariant mass W = 2 GeV.
PACS numbers: 12.38.Gc, 11.80.Gw
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I. INTRODUCTION
The excited nucleons are unstable and coupled with the meson-nucleon continuum to form
nucleon resonances (N∗). Thus the properties of the excited nucleons can only be studied
by analyzing the nucleon resonances extracted from the data of meson production reactions
induced by pions, photons and electrons. The extraction of nucleon resonances has a long
history. In recent years, the main advance is to develop multi-channel approaches to extract
nucleon resonances by fitting simultaneously the data of πN, γN → πN, ηN,KN, ππN ,
where the ππN states contain resonance components π∆, ρN, σN . It has been observed in
Ref.[1] that three such multi-channel analyses[1–3] agree well for the N∗ states with energies
below about 1.6 GeV, but disagree very significantly at higher energies. In the first part
of this contribution, we use several exactly soluble ππ scattering models to investigate the
sources of these differences and discuss how a dynamical approach used in the ANL-Osaka[1]
analysis can help reduce the uncertainties in extracting the nucleon resonances.
In addition to extracting the nucleon resonances, the main outcome of the ANL-Osaka
analysis is a multi-channel model Hamiltonian which can be used to interpret the extracted
resonance parameters and to make predictions for future experimental tests. In this con-
tribution, we further demonstrate that the ANL-Osaka multi-channel Hamiltonian can be
used to relate the spectrum from the LQCD calculations to the nucleon resonances embed-
ded in the experimental data of πN reactions. This is achieved by applying the finite-volume
Hamiltonian method developed in Refs.[4, 5].
The results from examining the model dependence of the resonance extraction are pre-
sented in section 2. The applications of the finite-volume Hamiltonian method to predict
spectra from the ANL-Osaka model Hamiltonians will be presented in section 3. A summary
and the discussions on future directions are given in section 4.
II. RESONANCE EXTRACTION
It has been well established[6, 7] that resonances are the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian
of the underlying fundamental theory with outgoing boundary condition and are associated
with the poles of the scattering amplitudes in the complex energy(E)-plane. The extraction
of resonances consists of two steps:
1. Determine the partial-wave amplitudes (PWA) from the available data.
2. Analytically continue the determined PWA to the complex-E plane for extracting the
poles and residues that are near the physical region.
For the step 1, it has been shown[8] that the partial-wave amplitudes can be determined
up to an overall phase from the independent observables obtained by performing complete
experiments. For example, for determining the PWA of the single pseudo-scalar meson
photo-production we need[9] to have data for the differential cross sections (dσ/dΩ), single
polarizations (T, P,Σ), and double polarizations (Ox′, Oz′) with linearly polarized photons
and (Cx′, Cz′) with circularly polarized photons. The measurements should cover all angles
at each energy and have high accuracy.
In reality, complete experiments are not available and hence the data for determining
PWA are always incomplete and have large statistical and systematic errors in some angles
or energies. Even the data are complete, many solutions in the determinations of PWA
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are possible, mainly due to the intrinsic difficulty that the cross sections are related to
the amplitudes bi-linearly; i.e. dσ/dΩ = |fR(θ) + if I(θ)|2. This was demonstrated in a
study of the data of γp → K+Λ from Jefferson Laboratory (JLAB). The details have been
presented in Ref.[9], and will not be covered here. Similar difficulties are also encountered
in the determinations of the partial-wave amplitudes of ππ, and πN scattering which will
be discussed in this contribution.
Once the PWA are determined, we then take step 2 to analytically continue the PWA to
the complex-E plane. This can only be done within a model and thus the model dependence
of resonance extraction is an important issue. In this section, we use several exactly soluble
ππ scattering models to illustrate this intrinsic difficulty of the resonance extraction.
Following the coupled-channel Hamiltonian formulation of Ref. [10], we assume that ππ
scattering can be described by vertex interactions gi,α, which define the decay of the i-th bare
state σi into a two-particle state α, and two-body potentials vα,β, where α, β = ππ,KK¯. In
each partial wave, the scattering amplitude is then defined by the following coupled-channel
equations
Tα,β(k, k
′;E) = Vα,β(k, k
′) +
∑
γ
∫
∞
0
k
′′ 2dk
′′
Vα,γ(k, k
′′)Gγ(k
′′
;E)Tγ,β(k
′′
, k′;E) , (1)
where Gγ(k;E) = 1/(E −Eγ1(k)−Eγ2(k) + iǫ), and
Vα,β(k, k
′) =
∑
i=1,n
g∗i,α(k)
1
E −m0i
gi,α(k
′) + vα,β(k, k
′) . (2)
Here m0i is the mass of the i-th bare particle.
To proceed, we need to choose the forms of the interactions in Eq.(2). The σi → ππ,KK¯
vertex functions are defined as:
gi,α(k) =
gi,α√
mpi
f(ciα, k), (3)
where mpi is the mass of π. The two-particle potentials are assumed to take the following
separable form
vα,β(k, k
′) =
1
m2pi
∑
m,n
hα,m(dα,m, k) G
m,n
αβ hβ,n(dβ,m, k
′), (4)
We will use various models to extract the resonance parameters. Their differences are in the
form of the form factors, the number of the bare states σ, and the number of terms in the
separable potentials. For form factors, we consider the following three parametrizations:
A : f(ciα, k) =
1
(1 + (ciαk)
2)
; hα,m(dα,m, k) =
1
(1 + (dα,mk)2)2
. (5)
B : f(ciα, k) =
1
(1 + (ciαk)
2)2
; hα,m(dα,m, k) =
1
(1 + (dα,mk)2)4
. (6)
C : f(ciα, k) = e
−(ciαk)
2
; hα,m(dα,m, k) = e
−(dα,mk)2. (7)
We consider three models:
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1. Model I-A : The parametrization A is used andm = n = 1 is set to define the potential
Eq.(4).
2. Model I-B : The parametrization B is used and m,n = 1, 2 is set to define the potential
Eq.(4).
3. Model I-C : The parametrization C is used andm,n = 1, 2 is set to define the potential
Eq.(4).
We first adjust the parameters of Model I-A to roughly fit the data of ππ amplitudes
up to about 1 GeV. This model is then used to generate the amplitudes as ’data’ in the
fits by using the other two models. We assign extremely small error 1 % in the fits. Thus
the resulting three amplitudes are almost indistinguishable, as seen in Fig.1. Their pole
positions and residues are compared in Table I. We see that three models agree extremely
well except the residue for KK¯ channel of the first resonance near 640 MeV which is well
below the threshold 900 MeV of the KK¯ threshold. Apart from this, we conclude that the
extraction of resonance parameters are independent of the form of the form factors as far as
the data are fitted exactly. The small differences seen in Table I are due to the remaining
small discrepancies between the three models in their resulting amplitudes. Our results also
suggest that the residues of a given channel for the resonance poles which are well below the
threshold of that channel are not meaningful.
TABLE I: The pole positions(MeV) and residue(MeV−1) of Models I-A, I-B, I-C.
Model Pole Position Residue of pipi Residue of KK¯
II sheet-1 ×10−4 ×10−4
I-A (data) 639.3 − i158.9 5.295 − i2.153 12.63 + i8.477
I-B 637.8 − i159.9 5.368 − i2.285 −9.332 + i2.054
I-C 634.5 − i156.2 5.076 − i2.556 191800 − i65380
II sheet-2 ×10−5 ×10−5
I-A (data) 1000.30 − i8.89 −3.514 − i3.088 1.822 + i33.81
I-B 1000.14 − i8.88 −3.493 − i3.111 2.140 + i34.62
I-C 1000.04 − i8.83 −3.467 − i3.162 2.955 + i35.39
In reality, the available ππ data have errors and incomplete. We now examine the extent
to which the current ππ data can determine the resonance parameters. Here we consider
three models with two bare σ states and an one-term separable potential defined by setting
n = m = 1 in Eq.(4). Their differences are from using the three different parametrizations
specified in the Eqs.(5)-(7). They are denoted as model II-A(Eq.(5)), II-B(Eq.(6)), and
II-C(Eq.(7). We focus on the first two resonances and hence only need to fit the data up
to 1.2 GeV. The results are shown in the Fig.2. Clearly all three models can fit the data
equally well within the errors of the data. The extracted pole positions and residues are
listed in Table II. Here we see that the results extracted from three models do not agree
well; in particular the residues of KK¯. This is not surprising since there are no data for
KK¯ → KK¯ amplitudes to constrain the fits.
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TABLE II: The pole positions(MeV) and residue(MeV−1) of Models II-A, II-B, II-C.
Model χ2 Pole Position Residue of pipi Residue of KK¯
II sheet-1 ×10−4
II-A 40 523.7 − i264.6 10.78 − i9.323 1.183 − i2.595(×10−2)
II-B 36 597.0 − i217.1 6.157 − i3.573 3.198 + i3.272(×10−3)
II-C 43 672.3 − i292.0 5.753 + i2.102 2.198 + i8.268(×1023)
II sheet-2 ×10−5 ×10−4
II-A 992.7 − i9.73 −6.356 − i3.709 −10.83 + i0.3889
II-B 986.6 − i15.25 −6.284 − i1.020 4.588 + i7.788
II-C 998.5 − i11.21 −8.870 − i0.9770 −15.51 + i2.208
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FIG. 1: The fits to the pipi and KK¯ amplitudes generated from Model I-A(solid black) by using
Model I-B (red dashed) and Model I-C(blue dotted). They agree within 1% and hence are not
distinguishable.
III. ANL-OSAKA DYNAMICAL COUPLED-CHANNEL MODEL AND LQCD
The results discussed in section II indicate that in reality the determination of PWA and
resonance extraction cannot be performed model independently. It is desirable to investi-
gate nucleon resonances within a reaction model that is constrained by the well-established
physics. Thus the meson-exchange mechanisms, which have been well established in the
studies of NN scattering[11] and πN and γN reactions in the ∆ (1232) region[12], are used
to define the analytic structure of the non-resonant reaction amplitudes in the ANL-Osaka
analysis. The results of the ANL-Osaka analysis have been given in detail in Ref.[1] and will
not be covered here. Instead, we now turn to explaining how the finite-volume Hamiltonian
method developed in Refs.[4, 5] can be applied to relate the ANL-Osaka model Hamiltonian
to the LQCD calculations.
In a periodic volume characterized by side length L, the quantized three momenta of
mesons and baryons must be kn =
√
n2pi
L
for integers n = 0, 1, 2, . . .. For a given choice of
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FIG. 2: The fits to the empirical pipi amplitude up to 1.2 GeV. The solid red, dashed blue and
dotted magenta lines are from using Models II-A, II-B and II-C.
momenta (k0, k1, . . . , kN−1), solving the Schrodinger equation (H0 + HI)|ΨE〉 = E|ΨE〉 in
finite volume is equivalent to finding the eigenvalues of the following matrix equations
det([H0]Nc+1 + [HI ]Nc+1 −E[I]Nc+1) = 0 , (8)
where Nc = nc×N with nc denoting the number of channels, [I]Nc+1 is an (Nc+1)×(Nc+1)
unit matrix. The essence of the finite-volume Hamiltonian method is that the scattering
amplitudes calculated from the predicted spectrum by using the Lu¨scher formula[13–15] are
identical to the scattering amplitudes calculated directly from the Hamiltonian in infinite
volume. It follows that the spectrum from solving Eq.(8) at any L can be used as the
”data” to test the LQCD calculation at the same L, since the information of the nucleon
resonances embedded in the data have been coded in the constructed Hamiltonian. No need
to perform expensive LQCD calculations covering a wide range of L for investigating the
nucleon resonances, such as the Roper N∗(1440) resonance, which decay into multi-channel
states.
The finite-volume Hamiltonian method was established in Ref.[4] using a simple one-
channel (nc = 1) Hamiltonian consisting of a ∆ → πN vertex and a separable πN → πN
separable potential. Here we confirm the method by using the meson-exchange model (SL
model) of Ref.[12]. The results are shown in Fig.3. The predicted energy levels as function
of the volume size L are shown in the left-hand side, and the solid curve in the right-hand
side is drawn from using the phase shifts calculated from the SL model in infinite volume.
For each energy E at a given L in the left-hand side, the Lu¨scher formula can be used to
get the phase shift δ(E) by
δ(E) = −tan−1(− qπ
3/2
Z00(1; q2)
) + nπ , (9)
where q = kL
2pi
is evaluated by the momentum k defined by E = EN(k)+Epi(k), and Z00(1; q
2)
is the generalized Zeta function. The phases calculated from each energy at L = 5, 6 in the
left-hand side of Fig.3 are the points in the right-hand side, which agree with the solid curve.
Thus the finite-volume Hamiltonian method is equivalent to the use of Lu¨scher formula to
relate the spectrum of finite volume to the scattering amplitudes which are obtained from
fitting the experimental data through the SL model Hamiltonian.
The Lu¨scher’s formula for the cases with two open channels, such as that derived in
Ref.[14], can be written as
cos [φ(q1(L)) + φ(q2(L))− δ1 − δ2] − η cos [φ(q1(L))− φ(q2(L))− δ1 + δ2] = 0 , (10)
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where φ(qi(L) = tan
−1(− qi(L)pi3/2
Z00(1;q2i (L))
) with qi(L) =
ki(E)L
2pi
, δ1(E) (δ2(E)) is the phase shifte
for channel 1 (2), and η is the inelasticity. In the rest frame, this means that we need to
perform calculations for three different values of L if Eq.(10) is used to test LQCD results
against the data of two phase shifts and inelasicity. On the other hand, the spectrum from
finite-volume Hamiltonian method at only one L is sufficient to test LQCD calculations at
the same L since the resonances embedded in the data have been coded in the Hamiltonian.
Alternatively, one can use the LQCD spectrum to construct a K-matrix model, such as that
done in Ref.[16], and then look for the resonance poles. From the results discussed in the
previous section, it is clear that such an approach will be reliable only when the predicted
phase shifts and inelasticity are of high accuracy and cover a sufficiently wide range of
energies such that the parameters of the K-matrix are well conatrained. Thus the LQCD
calculations for a wide range of L are required. Here we see the advantage of using the finite
volume Hamiltonian method over the use of Lu¨scher formula to test LQCD calculations.
The ANL-Osaka model Hamiltonian can be schematically written as H = H0+HI , where
H0 is the free Hamiltonian and the interaction Hamiltonian can be written as
HI =
∑
i
∑
α
gN∗i ,α +
∑
M=ρ,σ
fM,pipi +
∑
α,β
vα,β , (11)
where α, β = πN, ηN,KΛ, KΣ, ππN(π∆, σN, ρN), gN∗i ,α defines the decay of the i-th bare
N∗ state into channel α, vα,β denotes the meson-exchange potential between channels α and
β, and fM,pipi describes the decay of meson M into ππ. The interactions are determined by
fitting very extensive data of πN, γN → πN, ηN,KΛ, KΣ, ππN processes and the nucleon
resonances have been extracted. Thus, a LQCD calculation can be related to the nucleon
resonances embedded in the πN and γN reactions if its predicted spectrum agree with the
spectrum calculated from the ANL-Osaka model Hamiltonian by solving Eq.(8) in finite
volume.
In the presence of the transitions to ππN states due to the ∆→ πN and ρ, σ → ππ vertex
interactions in Eq.(11), it is rather complex to apply the finite-volume Hamiltonian method
to the ANL-Osaka Hamiltonian. To compare our approach with the approach using the
Lu¨scher formula, it is sufficient to consider a three-channel Hamiltonian which is deduced
from Eq.(11) by keeping only πN , π∆, and σN channels and neglecting the fρ,pipi and fσ,pipi
vertex interactions. We determine this three-channel model Hamiltonian by fitting the πN
scattering amplitudes up to only 1.6 GeV. Except the S11 partial wave, which is known to
have large coupling with the ηN channel and therefore cannot be fitted well here, the fits
are comparable to those of the ANL-Osaka results. The extracted resonance poles are with
masses MR = 1353.5 − i 38.3 MeV for P11 and MR = 1211.9 − i 52.8 MeV for P33. The
value for P33 is close to the MR = 1216.4 − i 50.0 MeV of SL model[12]. This is consistent
with what we have shown in the previous section, since the constructed 3-channel model
and the SL model give almost the same fits to P33 amplitude data below 1.3 GeV.
For our discussion here, we show in Fig.4 the resulting amplitudes for the πN →
πN, π∆, σN transitions in the P11 partial wave. These three amplitudes contain the in-
formation determined by the data of πN → πN, ππN reactions. Thus a LQCD calculation
aimed at investigating the Roper N∗(1440) should at least be consistent with these three
amplitudes, since it is known that the decay width for N∗(1440) → π∆, σN → ππN is
very large. This can only be achieved by using either the multi-channel Lu¨scher formula[15]
or the finite-volume Hamiltonian method. We now turn to comparing these two different
approaches within the three-channel model described above.
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For the three-channel model with nc = 3, the matrix for the free Hamiltonian in Eq.(8)
takes the following form
[H0]3N+1 =


m0 0 0 0 0 · · ·
0 Epi(k0) + EN(k0) 0 0 0 · · ·
0 0 Epi(k0) + E∆(k0) 0 0 · · ·
0 0 0 Eσ(k0) + EN(k0) 0 · · ·
0 0 0 0 Epi(k1) + EN(k1) · · ·
...
...
...
...
...
. . .


,
where Ea(k) =
√
m2a + k
2 is the energy of particle a with a massma, The (3N+1)×(3N+1)
matrix for the interaction Hamiltonian is
[HI ]3N+1 =


0 gfinpiN (k0) g
fin
pi∆ (k0) g
fin
σN (k0) g
fin
piN (k1) · · ·
gfinpiN (k0) v
fin
piN,piN(k0, k0) v
fin
piN,pi∆(k0, k0) v
fin
piN,σN (k0, k0) v
fin
piN,piN(k0, k1) · · ·
gfinpi∆ (k0) v
fin
pi∆,piN(k0, k0) v
fin
pi∆,pi∆(k0, k0) v
fin
pi∆,σN(k0, k0) v
fin
pi∆,piN(k0, k1) · · ·
gfinσN (k0) v
fin
σN,pipi(k0, k0) v
fin
σN,pi∆(k0, k0) v
fin
σN,σN (k0, k0) v
fin
σN,piN (k0, k1) · · ·
gfinpiN (k1) v
fin
piN,piN(k1, k0) v
fin
piN,pi∆(k1, k0) v
fin
piN,σN (k1, k0) v
fin
piN,piN(k1, k1) · · ·
...
...
...
...
...
. . .


,(12)
with
gfinα (kn) =
√
C3(n)
4π
(
2π
L
)3/2
gN∗
1
,α(kn), (13)
vfinα,β (kni, knj) =
√
C3(ni)
4π
√
C3(nj)
4π
(
2π
L
)3
vα,β(kni, knj), (14)
where C3(n) is the number of degenerate states with the same magnitude kn = |~kn|. By
solving Eq. (8), we then obtain the spectra for P11 shown in Fig. 5.
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FIG. 3: The spectrum (left) and phase shifts (right) in P33 state of piN system calculated from
using the SL model[12].
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FIG. 5: The spectrum for the P11 state calculated from from the 3-channel model described in the
text.
By choosing the normalization to relate the T-matrix elements to S-matrix elements
by Sα,β(E) = δα,β − 2iTα,β(E), the Lu¨scher formula given in Ref.[15] for the constructed
3-channel model can be written explicitly as :
det

 TpiN,piN(E) + CpiN,piN(L,E) TpiN,pi∆(E) TpiN,σN (E)Tpi∆,piN(E) Tpi∆,pi∆(E) + Cpi∆,pi∆(L,E) Tpi∆,σN (E)
TσN,piN (E) TσN,pi∆(E) TσN,σN (E) + CσN,σN (L,E)

 = 0 ,
with
Cα,α(L,E) = iqα(L)/(qα(L)− 4
√
πZ00(1; qα(L)), (15)
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and qα(L) = kαL/(2π) defined by the on-shell momentum kα of the channel α.
Because of symmetries and the unitarity conditions, only six of the total 12 real numbers
that are needed to specify all of the six complex Tα,β(E) matrix elements are independent.
Thus we need to get six relations from Eqs.(12)-(15) at each E to relate the spectrum to the
scattering amplitudes shown in Fig.4 for P11. In the rest frame, this means that we need to
perform LQCD calculations at 6 different L. For E = 1440 MeV, these are the 6 interaction
points (solid squares) between the dashed line and the solid curves in Fig5. Clearly, this will
be a very difficult, if not impossible, LQCD calculation. On the other hand, the information
on the Roper N∗(1440) resonance has been coded in the 3-channel Hamiltonian by fitting
the empirical πN scattering amplitudes[17] as shown in Fig.4. Therefore the spectrum from
finite-volume Hamiltonian method at any given L is sufficient to test LQCD calculation.
Here we see the great advantage of the finite-volume Hamiltonian method over the approach
using the Lu¨scher formula to test LQCD calculations aimed at investigating the nucleon
resonances.
IV. SUMMARY
By using several exactly soluble ππ scattering models. we have shown that in reality
the determinations of PWA and resonance extractions cannot be performed model inde-
pendently. It is desirable to extract the nucleon resonances within a reaction model that
is constrained by the well-established physics, such as the meson-exchange mechanisms in-
cluded in the ANL-Osaka and Ju¨elich analyses.
Within a three-channel model with πN , π∆ and σN channels, we show the advantage of
the finite-volume Hamiltonian method over the approach using the Lu¨scher formula to test
Lattice QCD calculations aimed at investigating the properties of excited nucleon states. To
apply the finite-volume Hamiltonian method to predict spectra using the ANL-Osaka dy-
namical multi-channel Hamiltonian, we need to develop approaches to handle ππN channels.
Since the information on about 25 nucleon resonances with mass up to 2 GeV extracted from
the very extensive data of πN, γN → πN, ηN,KΣ, KΣ, ππN reactions have been coded in
the ANL-Osaka model Hamiltonian, the predicted spectra can readily be used to test the
LQCD calculations aimed at investigating the structure of the excited nucleons. Further-
more, the ANL-Osaka analysis will be applied to include new data from 12 GeV upgrade
experiments and thus it will provide more accurate information for testing LQCD calcula-
tions in the near future.
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